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Episode #031 – Financial Sorcery
The Infinite and the Beyond

An esoteric podcast for the introspective pagan mind hosted by Chris Orapello
www.infinite-beyond.com 

 Show Introduction.

MM, BB, 93, Hello and Welcome to the 31st Episode of “The Infinite and the Beyond,” an esoteric podcast for the 

introspective pagan mind.  Where we explore a variety of topics which relate to life and one’s unique spiritual journey. I  

am your host Chris Orapello.  Intro music by George Wood.

In this episode… 

• We speak with Author, teacher, and sorcerer Jason Miller about his work and his new book Financial Sorcery.

• In a Corner in the Occult we learn about the often over looked Illustrator of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot deck, 

Pamela Colman Smith.

• We see who won a copy of Leslie Fish's album “Avalon is Risen” that was featured back in episode 29.

• We learn about the magick of Symbols in The Essence of Magic and we get to hear some new music from Damh  

the Bard's new album “Antlered Crown and Standing Stone.”

◦ http://www.cdbaby.com/Artist/DamhtheBard   

 Announcements

 (Background music “Money” by Theory in Motion)

 Happy Sabbat everyone or at least by the time you hear this the sabbat will be upon us.  If you're in the northern  

hemisphere happy Beltane and if you're in the Southern Hemisphere, blessed Samhain.

 Being sick or allergies?

 I know this is early, but this year senior minister and high priestess of Circle Sanctuary, Selena Fox, will be the  

Special Guest at South Jersey Pagan Pride Day on Saturday, October 5, 2013 at Cooper River Park in Pennsauken,  

NJ.  The event goes from 10 - 6pm and it's Free to Attend!  So, if you're local or wouldn't mind driving to south 

jersey  mark  your  calendars  now!  More  information  can  be  found  online  at 

http://www.southjerseypaganpride.org/ 

 Also,  if  you're  in  the  are  and  are  interested  I  will  be  holding  classes  on  Witchcraft  at  Good  Vibrations  in  

Blackwood NJ sometime in the near future.  My 8 week Wicca 101 series did well and there is interest in having  

more classes to expand and build upon what we learned.  If you're interested, be sure to contact me through the  

show website at Infinite-beyond.com so you can be notified when the classes are going to begin.

www.infinite-beyond.com
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 Well that's all the announcements this episode. See, it wasn't that bad.  In a moment we'll be speaking with  

author Jason Miller about his work, but first lets hear “Under a Beltane Sun” by Damh the Bard from his album  

Antlered Crown and Standing Stone.

 Featured Artist

 “Under a Beltane Sun” by Damh the Bard

 Interview Part 1 : Jason MIller

➢ Author, Teacher, and Sorcerer, Jason Miller’s (Inominandum) interest in the occult was sparked by a series of  

psychic experiences he had when he was just five years old. He took up the practice of both High Magick and  

Hoodoo Rootworking while still a teenager, learning how ceremonial and folk magick can work together and 

compliment each other.

➢ He has been involved with a number of orders and groups over the years, always seeking the quintessence of the 

arte. He has traveled to New Orleans to study Hoodoo, Europe to study Witchcraft and Ceremonial Magick, and  

Nepal to study Tantra. Miller is a member of the Chthonic Ouranian Temple and the Sangreal Sodality, as well as  

an initiated Tantrika in the Nyingma and Bon lineages of Tibet.

➢ He is the author of the Strategic Sorcery blog and his published works include "Protection and Reversal Magick,"  

"The Sorcerer's Secrets, Strategies in Practical Magick," and his most recent book "Financial Sorcery, Magical  

Strategies for Creating Real and Lasting Wealth." And is also a regular contributor to Behutet magazine. He lives  

with his wife and children on the New Jersey shore, where he practices and teaches magick professionally.

➢ Jason, welcome to The Infinite and the Beyond. (Interview begins)

 Interview with Jason Miller Part 1

 Segment:  A Corner in the Occult:   (approx. 1300-1500 words): Pamela Colman Smith

(Background Music: “Piano Quartet in g 3rd Movement by Mozart” performed by Linda Holzer)

Hello and welcome to “A Corner in the Occult” Where we focus on one part or person from the history of  

occultism.  In these regular segments, I touch upon many aspects of the occult and I hope to offer you something new or  

at least something to think about.  The information presented is always done so in the best manner possible in regards to  

its content and accuracy depending on the available sources.  There is a lot in occultism that one may never choose to  

look  into,  and  here  you  have  the  opportunity  to  learn  about  something  which  you  may  have  never  bothered  to 

investigate and oddly enough there are at least some people who may be unaware of who our topic is on…

www.infinite-beyond.com
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•  Introduction

◦ Probably one the most pivotal contributions to Tarot in the last century rest in the hands of Arthur Edward  

Waite  and the often overlooked artist  and illustrator  Pamela  Colman Smith who is  often credited with  

designing  all of the minor arcana cards and a majority of the major arcana of the popular and well used 

Tarot Deck previously referred to as the Rider Waite Deck but which has now been more commonly referred  

to as the Rider Waite-Smith Deck.  The deck has also been called the Waite-Colman Smith Tarot,  the Waite-

Smith Tarot or simply the Rider deck.  The inclusion of Smith in the deck's title is a long overdue nod to the  

artist herself.

• Birth, Parents, and Childhood

◦ But this segment isn't about Waite, it's about the artist, Pamela Colman Smith, was born February 16, 1878 

in London to American parents and was an only child.

◦ Her parents came from prominent American families. Her father Charles Smith's family was involved with 

trade and law, and had interests in art and collecting.  He was even related to an American actor, playwright  

and stage-manager, William Gillette, who is most known for his role as Sherlock Holmes because much of the 

regalia of Holmes was established by Gillette including the dressing gown, the pipe, the tobacco in a slipper,  

and the deerstalker hat.

◦ Pamela's  mother,  Corinne Colman,  had  a  family  background that  was  artistic  and mystical  with  several  

notable painters. Corinne herself, followed in her family's footsteps as she was even a parlor actress. 

◦ Pamela spent her early years as a child in England, where her father worked for Nicholas, Colshaw and & Co.  

who were an English company of decorators,  but he later accepted a job as an auditor for The West India 

Improvement Company. This shift  caused the family to change locations, causing them to spend time in 

London, Jamaica, and even in New York.

◦ From 1889 to 1893 she lived in Jamaica with her family which would prove to be a very influential part of her  

life.  It was during this time that she was exposed to Jamaican culture and folklore via her nanny who was a  

local Jamaican woman.  Pamela loved to hear the tales told her to by her nanny and she loved them so much 

that she was said to have even memorized them.  By most accounts she would carry these tales with her for  

the rest her life.  Often performing or telling them and even released a book in 1902 called Annancy Stories 

which is a collection of Jamaican folktales about Annancy the Spider that can even be found online for  

purchase.

www.infinite-beyond.com
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• Adult Life

◦ In 1893, she moved to Brooklyn to live with her father, where, at the age of 15, she enrolled at Pratt Institute  

and studied art under the noted artist and teacher Arthur Wesley Dow who would encourage her to work by  

means of synaesthesia,  Being the crossing of  sensory signals (e.g.  hearing colors,  tasting images,  seeing 

sounds etc.). Smith was noted as saying “Once I begin to focus on the drawing instead of the music, I loose  

the image.”  So, it can be assumed that she found this technique quite helpful.

◦ Pratt was the first art school in America that focused on commercial art and the influence of Arthur Wesley 

Dow and his love of Asian art and prints was not only reminiscent of the times, but can be seen in much of  

Pamela's work especially in her Tarot illustrations.

◦ During the year 1896 while she was in school, the rest of her family was living in Jamaica and it was during  

this time that her mother died.  Pamela's health had been inconsistent during this time of which the stress of  

her mother's passing may not have helped.  Unfortunately she eventually left school without a degree and 

pursued a career as an illustrator. 

◦ She lived with her father in New York, and made a living by selling hand-colored books, illustrations and  

prints through a gallery on Fifth Avenue. 

◦ This was also the period in which her interest for the theater began; she built a miniature theater herself,  

wrote  plays  and  designed  stage  settings  for  it.  Her  father  encouraged  her  artistic  abilities  and  theater  

endeavors by introducing her to people who could advance her interests and be a resource to her. 

◦ In 1897, when she was 19, she had a feature exhibition, along with Robert Henri, at William Macbeth's 

gallery. The show was reviewed in the NY Times and four of her watercolors sold.

◦ In 1899 she toured with the Lyceum Theater Company where her and her father met John Butler Yeats  

(“Yates”), father of William Butler Yeats (“Yates”).  This connection to this Theater company was probably  

through her cousin William Gillette who as mentioned earlier was a famous actor.

◦ The celebrated stars of the company at the time were famous Shakespearean actress Ellen Terry (who is said  

to have given Pamela the nickname 'Pixie') and Sir Henry Irving.  The theater's business manager was non-

other than author Bram Stoker.

◦ When her father suddenly died in December 1899, she moved to England, and joined the Lyceum Theater  

Company, where she toured with the group and worked on set- and costume designs as well as playing small  

parts.  She also continued to work as an illustrator of books, pamphlets and posters during this time.

◦ For  example  in  1900,  she  illustrated  a  souvenir  booklet  for  her  cousin,  William Gillette,  which  further 

indicates their interaction with one another.

www.infinite-beyond.com
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◦ In 1901 she established a studio in London, where she ran a weekly salon, an open house arrangement  

frequented by numerous well-known artists, authors and actors, who read from their works, played music  

and let themselves be entertained by the fairy tale readings and paper theater performances based upon the  

Jamaican stories she had loved since her childhood, which Pamela herself performed. Among the frequent  

visitors were William Butler Yeats and his brother Jack.

• Career as an illustrator Artist Included..

◦ As an illustrator she did work for others and for herself for example....

▪ She did work for famous poet William Butler Yeats (“Yates”) and his brother,  the painter Jack Yeats  

(“Yates”).

▪ She illustrated Bram Stoker's last novel, The Lair of the White Worm in 1911, As well as Ellen Terry's book 

on Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, The Russian Ballet in 1913. 

▪ Through a studio known as the London Suffrage Atelier, she contributed artwork to further the cause of  

women's suffrage in Great Britain.

◦ In most articles on her, Smith was noted as being part of the Symbolist movement of art which occurred  

towards the end of the 19th century. 

◦ Many of the tenets of the Symbolist movement include, but were not limited to:

▪ The reaction against the dominant materialist, naturalist, and determinist ethos of the times.

▪ A focus on the internal, symbolical world rather than the external, empirical one.

▪ Introspection rather than observation; It was suggestive rather than nominative. 

▪ Personal  and  enigmatic  visions  and  mystical  themes  expressed  through  private  symbol  rather  than  

public, consensual allegory or metaphor. 

▪ Ideographic content over purely formal statements reflecting the primacy of spirit, soul, or imagination.

◦ Basically,  Symbolist art tends to reflects emotion or an idea rather than simply representing the natural  

world in the objective manner that is embodied by their artistic counterparts Realism and Impressionism 

that were popular at the time.

◦ Probably one of  the more prominent opportunities for her as an artist happened in 1907, when Alfred  

Stieglitz photographer and husband of well  known painter Georgia O'Keefe,  gave Smith an exhibition of  

paintings in New York at his Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession (also known as gallery 291), 

◦ This made Smith the first painter to have a show at what had been until then a gallery devoted exclusively to  

the photographic avant-garde. Stieglitz was intrigued by Smith's synaesthetic sensibility; in this period, as 

Smith would paint visions that came to her while listening to music. Her paintings were for the most what  

www.infinite-beyond.com
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she  herself  described as,  “music  pictures“,  intuitive,  symbolistic  paintings  based  on well-known musical  

pieces. The exhibitions were successful and had so good reviews that the 1907 exhibition, attended by 2200  

visitors, had to be prolonged for eight days. Not less than 33 of the exhibited drawings and paintings were  

sold.  Stieglitz even issued a platinum print portfolio of 22 of her paintings and showed her work on two later  

occasions. Any work of hers that did not sell remained with Stieglitz and ended up in the Stieglitz/Georgia 

O'Keeffe Archive at Yale University.

• Golden Dawn

◦ Her involvement with the theater, art, Yeats (“Yates”), and Stoker seemingly make her involvement in the  

Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn inevitable, which she joined in 1901 after being introduced to it by Yeats  

(“Yates”).  She took Quod tibi id alliis, "whatever you would have done to thee," as her motto.   And as a  

result of her membership she met Arthur Edward Waite who was impressed with the illustrative work that 

she did for Yeats (“Yates”). 

◦ Now when the Golden Dawn splintered in 1903 due to personality conflicts, Smith sided with Waite to join 

his Independent and Rectified Rite of the Golden Dawn (or Holy Order of the Golden Dawn). 

• The Rider Waite-Smith Tarot

◦ It would turn out that for some time now, Arthur Edward Waite had been wanting to produce a rectified 

tarot deck and with the Golden Dawn broken up as a result of the conflict it would seem that one of the 

Order's approach to esoteric tarot may be lost over time.  

◦ So, Waite commissioned Smith to produce what he was calling the “rectified” tarot.  He wanted the deck to  

appeal to the world of art, and since he was not an artist, he went to her as he felt that she had the proper  

background and instinct for the job.  Which many people year later would certainly have agreed with him on  

at least this account. 

◦ The deck was published by William Rider & Son of London, in December of 1909 which is how its gets part of  

it's name.  

◦ To go  along  with  the  deck,  Waite  authored  the  companion  text,  The  Key  to  the  Tarot,  republished  in  

expanded and now known as the Pictorial Key to the Tarot, a guide to Tarot reading.

◦ The Rider-Waite-Smith tarot was notable for being one of the only tarot decks to illustrate all 78 cards fully,  

in addition to the 22 major arcana cards.  The other deck being the Sola-Busca deck of the 15th century of  

which many of the images in the Rider-Waite-Smith were clearly based on.

◦ Waite had some very strong ideas about the design of the 22  trump cards of the Major Arcana as he was  

concerned about revealing some esoteric knowledge which he felt should best be kept for more advanced  

individuals such as himself.  However, he was relatively less concerned about the 56 cards of the Minor  

www.infinite-beyond.com
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Arcana and permitted Pamela to have almost full creative reign with respect to those cards.  Each card in her  

deck was to receive a unique illustration; in all, a total of 80 unique images would need to be created (78 

tarot cards plus the designs for the card back and the nameplate).

◦ Compared to other decks of the day, most of which came from France and were very similar to one another,  

it was fresh, appealing, and revolutionary which explains its success over the years and be considered as the  

world's most popular 78-card tarot deck and the most commonly used deck in the english speaking world.  

The innovative cards depict full scenes with figures and symbols on all of the cards including the pips, and 

Smith's distinctive drawings have become the basis for the design of many later decks including a variety of  

decks serving as alternate versions of the very deck done by her and which a bear similar yet specific title.  

For example, the Universal Waite-Smith, The Radiant Waite-Smith, and the Original Waite Smith are all very 

specific decks to themselves, but which are also renditions of the 1909 deck produced by Waite and Smith.

◦ The Rider-Waite-Smith Deck is probably the biggest and most memorable part of Smith's career as an artist.  

Interestingly, there is evidence that some of the figures in the deck are actually portraits of Smith's friends,  

notably actresses Ellen Terry who is reported to be the Queen of Wands and Florence Farr who is said to be  

woman found in the World card.

◦ By the 1940s, the Waite-Smith card decks were no longer in wide-spread use. Assuming that due to the war  

people had other places to focus their time and money.  However we have to come to appreciate them now 

due  to  American  playing  card  manufacturer,  Stuart  R.  Kaplan,  founder  of  U.S.  Game Systems Inc.  who  

resurrected them in 1971 possibly due to the recent hippie movement that inspired interest in Metaphysical 

and New Age practices such as mysticism and divination.  Thanks to Kaplan's research, we now have at least  

some information about the artist who created these extraordinary cards. 

◦ Amusingly  or  not,  in  a  letter  that  Smith  wrote  to  Alfred  Stieglitz  dating  from November  19,  1909  she  

mentions that she had just completed the tarot deck and that she will send him one when they are done  

printing.  She also mentions that she was paid very little for her work and that the cards will be printed using  

lithography and that they will probably be printed badly.  

• Later in life and her death

◦ Unfortunately after the deck is published the details about Pamela’s life becomes scarce.

◦ But we do know that she never got married and that in 1911, she converted to Catholicism and the church 

now became part of Pamela’s life and her art.  

◦ Her last public exhibition was in 1914 and in 1917, she illustrated a set of thirty cards called "The Way of the  

Cross" that contained verses by the French author, Paul Claudel. 

◦ After 1920 it seems that none of her artistic works reached the public.

www.infinite-beyond.com
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◦ At conclusion of the First World War, she received an inheritance from an uncle that enabled her to buy a 

house in Cornwall that was in an artist colony and to help with her income, she established a vacation home  

for Catholic priests in a neighboring house which was reportedly unsuccessful.

◦ There is not much known about the final years of her life.  Unfortunately though, she died penniless and in 

debt in Bude, Cornwall on 18 September 1951. 

◦ After her death, all of her personal effects, including her paintings and drawings, were sold at auction to 

satisfy her debts and her final resting place is unknown as being in debt, there was no way for her to procure  

a gravestone for herself.

• Conclusion

◦ And thus like many great and inspiring artists, Pamela Colman Smith became more appreciated years after  

her death than she or her work was in life.  Her tarot illustrations continue to allure and inspire new seekers  

of the tarot.  Admittedly my own first tarot deck purchased for me over 20 years ago was a copy of The  

Rider-Waite-Smith deck and I'm sure that I'm not the only one to be introduced to tarot by this beautiful  

work of art.  The treasure Pamela brought to the world with her art will undoubtedly endure for centuries to  

come.  However unlike most artists, Pamela Colman Smith is at least in one additional way different because 

she now has her own Corner in the Occult.    

This  concludes  this  edition  of  A  Corner  in  the  Occult.   Suggestions  for  this  segment  are  welcomed  and  

encouraged so please be sure to contact the show online via the show website. Thank You.

Bibliography & Source Links

 http://pcs2051.tripod.com/waite-smith_tarot.htm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pamela_Colman_Smith 

http://home.comcast.net/~pamela-c-smith/bio.html 

http://pcs2051.tripod.com/stieglitz_archive.htm 

http://www.goldendawnpedia.com/HistoryPages/Bios/PamColemanSmith.htm 

PDFs

 Jensen_-_The Early Waite-Smith Tarot Editions 

 Featured Artist

➢ “The January Man” by Damh the Bard

 Interview with Jason Miller Part 2
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 Segment: The Essence of Magick Series (TeoMS): Symbols

(Background Music: “Calling Peace” by Alexandre Falcao)

(Audio clips: Gerald Gardner and Patricia Crowther chanting “The Witches Rune;” Aleister Crowley “Excerpts from 

the Gnostic Mass;” An interview with Gerald Gardner, early 1960’s)

…It is a secret and you will be taught. From the basic to the complex all will be revealed.  Welcome to the Essence of  

Magick Series… echoing forth from The Infinite and The Beyond.

 Symbols

➢ Symbols and symbolism have always been an aspect of magick an religion since the dawn of time.

➢ We see evidence of this from the ancient french caves of Lascaux where paleolithic paintings depict rituals and 

magickal approaches to ensure a good hunt for early man.

➢ Hunters and animals were crudely shown, but drawn in enough detail to indicate their role and what they were 

doing.  Their representation on the wall was a start to the manifestation of the desired effects.

➢ In religion, icons act as symbols of faith.  Images of deity and their stories bring those religious elements to life in 

the mind of the parishioner; enabling everyone to grasp the tales and be able to physically relate to people and 

beings who would have else remained in the abstract and distant.  The statues and imagery help to the fill the 

void that would else have been there.

➢ However in declared magickal religions, being religions that fully recognize and embrace their practice of the 

magickal arts, symbols become a greater tool in the life of the practitioner.  Statues and imagery serve a similar 

function as they always did, being conceptualizing and materializing the divine, establishing a physicality to 

transcendent ideals and forms, while also creating a conduit between the parishioner and the deity itself.  

However magickal practitioners also have tools which function in the real world as well as in another 

transcendent reality. For example in regards to the some of the traditional tools:

➢ Athame and other rituals knives can cut provided that they still have a blade, but they are also used to yield 

power and dominance as well as direct and manipulate magickal energy.

➢ A chalice always serves as a receptacle, but it also serves as a container of transformation.

➢ The other tools are similar in that each have their function and transcendent purpose.

➢ In magick, we find that symbols are used not to conceptualize the transcendent, making them tangible and 

physical, but instead are used to create a transcendent quality or purpose to a thing, in a sense taking an already 

physical and tangible thing and abstracting it away from the physical and tangible, so that it has a role which 

exists where deity and stories dwell before a statue or image is made of them.

➢ In essence, symbols are used in magick to tap into the transcendent ether where ideas exists and where things 

have yet to take form.  Creating an “Above” to those things which already posses a “Below”

www.infinite-beyond.com
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➢ This concludes this edition of the Essence of Magick. Suggestions for this series are welcomed and encouraged 

and you can do so on the show website or through the show forum. Thank you.

______________________________________________________

 Sources

http://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2012/07/05/awen-and-the-spark-of-creativity-the-value-of-creative-people/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Awen 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taliesin 

 Featured Artist

➢ “Silent Moon” by Damh the Bard

 Interview with Jason Miller Part 3

 Featured Artist

➢ “Antlered Crown and Standing Stone ” by Damh the Bard

 Conclusion

➢ (Background Music: “Money” by Theory in Motion)

➢ Hey welcome back and that was “Antlered Crown and Standing Stone” by Damh the Bard.  The other songs heard  

in the episode from that same album were “Under a Beltane Sun” which we heard in in the beginning of the 

show.  We heard “The January Man” after A Corner in the Occult and then after part 2 of the interview we heard  

“Silent  Moon”   And  they  were  all  from his  new album  Antlered Crown and Standing Stone,  which  can  be 

purchased online from his website at paganmusic.co.uk

➢ I hope you enjoyed my interview with Jason he's a fun guy to talk to. Be sure to check out his new book Financial  

Sorcery, Magickal strategies to create real and lasting wealth and to check him our online at strategicsorcery.net 

to visit his blog or to see where he will be speaking next.

➢ Now the one thing I have yet to do is announcer the winner of Leslie Fish's album “Avalon is Risen,” which was  

the contest started back in E-29.  And the winner is......Kevin from California! Congratulations Kevin.

➢ Well this concludes this episode of The Infinite and the Beyond. I hope you enjoyed it. Until next time... Happy  

Sabbat... Bright Blessings... Blessed be and 93!
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 Episode wrap up (12/9/2011)

(Background Music: “Universe inside you” by Persian Paladin)

Well, this concludes this episode of The Infinite and the Beyond.

If  you have any thoughts about this episode or about what I’ve said in one of its segments please let me know by  

contacting me through the show website which can be found at www.infinite-beyond.com. 

If you like this show and are interested in hearing more or subscribing, then visit the show website where you can find 

links to where this show can be found online for you to subscribe, download, and friend.  

A complete manuscript for the episode can be found on the show website and all  links related to this episode can be 

found in the show notes.

"Some of the music heard in this episode was legally provided by www.MusicAlley.com. 

The opinions expressed in this episode are the opinions of those who made them and are not necessarily the opinions of  

myself any other person.

The Infinite and the Beyond and its  segments are copyrighted by Chris  Orapello and are licensed under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 License.

Thanks for listening, thanks for subscribing, and until next time Merry Part, Blessed Be, and 93!
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Show Notes:  Episode #031 – Financial Sorcery

 Show Summary: 

In the latest episode of The Infinite and the Beyond, we speak with Author, teacher, and sorcerer Jason 

Miller about his work and his new book Financial Sorcery, Magical Strategies To Create Real and Lasting Wealth. 

In a Corner in the Occult we learn about the often over looked Illustrator of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot,  

Pamela Colman Smith. We see who won a copy of Leslie Fish's album “Avalon is Risen” that was featured back  

in Episode #029. In the Essence of Magick, we learn about “symbols” and what role they play in the work the 

magickal practitioner. And as a treat we get to hear some new music by Damh the Bard from his recent album  

“Antlered Crown and Standing Stone.” - Blessed Be!

 Breakdown: (1:35:07)

(00:00:00) – Introduction

Music : “Proteus” by composer George Wood

(00:01:00) – Announcements

Music: “Money” by Theory in Motion

(00:03.06) –  Featured Artist

Music: “Under a Beltane Sun” by Damh the Bard

(00:07:07) – Interview with Jason Miller Part 1

(00:29:37) – A Corner in the Occult: 

Music: “Piano Quartet in G, 3rd Movement by Mozart” performed by Linda Holzer

(00:45.20) –  Featured Artist

Music: “The January Man” by Damh the Bard

(00:49:44) – Interview with Jason Miller Part 2

(01:01:02) – The Essence of Magick Series: Symbols

Music: “Calling Peace” by Alexandre Falcao

(01:04.45) –  Featured Artist

Music: “Silent Moon” by Damh the Bard

(01:09:28) – Interview with Jason Miller Part 3

(01:25.57) –  Featured Artist

Music: “Antlered Crown and Standing Stone” by Damh the Bard

(01:31:02) – Conclusion

Music: “Money” by Theory in Motion

(01:32:39) – Wrap-up

Music: “Universe inside you” by Persian Paladin

 Background Music
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George Wood - http://promedia.podomatic.com/ 

Theory of Motion - http://www.myspace.com/theoryinmotion 

Linda Holzer - http://www.ualr.edu/lrholzer/bio.shtml 

Alexandre Falcao - http://www.soundclick.com/bands/default.cfm?bandID=613461 

Persian Paladin - http://podsafeaudio.com/jamroom/bands/2644/

 Featured Music

Damh the Bard – http://www.paganmusic.co.uk/ 

 Links * Please see show notes for a complete list of the links from this episode

The Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot Card Copyright FAQ - http://www.sacred-texts.com/tarot/faq.htm#usgamesclaim 

Damh the Bard – http://www.cdbaby.com/Artist/DamhtheBard 

 Credits

MusicAlley - http://www.musicalley.com 
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